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Find Your Masterpiece 3

Sustain the Arts 

In our 48 year history as a nonprofit, the Aiken Center for the 

Arts exists to serve the Aiken community and surrounding 

areas by inspiring and educating through arts experiences. 

Aiken Center for the Arts believes that by cre-

ating a space for others to tell their story, we are 

strengthening our community. Enabling connec-

tions to be made and perceptions to be explored  

is something that will enrich all our lives.  

COVID has impacted the way we gather in spac-

es and created an opportunity for the arts center 

to broaden its reach through a virtual gallery 

space. Bringing together a broad range of art-

ists who have previously exhibited in our main 

gallery, we have created an online gallery with 

exciting work for you to explore. Make time 

to settle in and enjoy learning about these art-

ists and their works. Finding a piece of art that 

speaks to you is a reason for us all to celebrate. 

Your purchase lifts up us all. 

Thank you for celebrating artistry and creativity and for help-

ing us continue to Sustain the Arts. 

From the Executive Director
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find your masterpiece

      Ann

Lemay
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Sustain the Arts 

PURCHASE

Quiet Woods

oil on canvas

30” x 40” 

$1,000

Ann Lemay
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PURCHASE

Teasing Out the Secrets

oil on canvas

30” x 40”

$975

Ann Lemay
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Sustain the Arts 

 As a child, Ann was fascinated by color and thought be-
ing an artist would be terrific.  As an adult, her family and 
Clinical Psychology practice took up most of her time. As 
time allowed, Ann studied oil and watercolor with many 
skilled art teachers, such as Lee Rommel, Ann Templeton 
and Betty Carr in her native New Mexican hometown, 
Santa Fe and in Mexico with Evelyn Boren.  She loves to 
paint the vibrant colors created by the intense light em-
anating from the clear blue Rocky Mountain skies.  This 
allowed her to express her feelings and appreciation of the 
beauty in the world around her. She often paints outside in 
plein air to replenish her soul and spirit. 
 Ann has been a juried member of the Santa Fe Art 
Society as well as a member of the Aiken Artist Guild and 
Aiken Center for the Arts while living in Aiken, SC. She 
studied Advanced Art at the University of South Carolina 
at Aiken with Al Beyer and added acrylic paints to her 
repertoire.  
 Much of her work has an abstract and expressive nature 
making use of her love of color, contrast and distant space. 
She tries to create a way for the viewer to be drawn into a 
realm of possibilities and transcendence when viewing her 
paintings. 
 Ann donated these pieces to Aiken Center for the Arts 
and we are deeply appreciative of her support. Over the 
years, Ann has encouraged the artistic community in 
Aiken as a significant artist and teacher.  Her generosity 
continues to sustain the Arts Center as she now calls New 
Mexico home once again.

Ann Lemay
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PURCHASE

Ann Lemay

Wanderers

oil painting

21.5” x 17.5” 

$325
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Sustain the Arts 

PURCHASE

Tesuque River

oil painting

11.5” x 11.5”, 15” x 15” framed

$250
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find your masterpiece

   Heather

LaHaise
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Sustain the Arts 

PURCHASE

Truffles

acrylic on wood panel

36” x 48” 

$875

SUSTAIN THE ARTS

Heather LaHaise
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PURCHASE
Face Value

acrylic on canvas

36” x 36” 

$750

Heather LaHaise
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Sustain the Arts 

 Beginning with Snoopy as my favorite 
muse, I have been drawing and painting 
dogs since I was a child. My love for the 
iconic beagle was the first hint as to what 
direction my art would take. Today, dogs 
give me a voice and I hope to give them 
one as well. 
 While living in New York City, the 
urban landscape influenced my work and 
I noticed how dogs were often a part of 
city life. My compositions soon began to 
combine abstraction and realism. Layers 
of color and graphic spaces with dripping 
paint would become the backdrop for my 
dogs. Still, I strive to transcend the singu-
lar category of dog art.
 I love all dogs including mutts, strays, 
rescues and seniors. A dog is a friend who 
will never let you down. If my paintings 
inspire you to rescue a dog or do some-
thing nice for one, then I’ve created some-
thing meaningful.

Heather LaHaise

Heather LaHaise
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find your masterpiece

      Janet & Walt

Koertge
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Sustain the Arts 

PURCHASE

#172 SC Mystery Wood Bowl

unknown tree wood from South Carolina

11” x 33” 

$1,000

SUSTAIN THE ARTS

Janet & Walt Koertge
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PURCHASE#173 Historic Magnolia Bowl

wood from the historic magnolia tree

10” x 27” 

$1,000

Janet & Walt Koertge
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Sustain the Arts 

PURCHASE #151 Historic Magnolia Bowl

wood from the historic magnolia tree

9” x 27” 

$1,000
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PURCHASE#170 Birch Table

Birch wood

18”H x 31.5”W x 35.5”L

$1,000

Janet & Walt Koertge
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Sustain the Arts 

 Wood Figments was inspired by the big 
turnings of Ed Moulthrop four decades ago 
while Janet and Walt were living in the Pacific 
NW on San Juan Island. By combining their 
artistic talents of vision, creativity & unique 
skills, they set out to create their own sig-
nature large sculpted wood turnings. Walt, 
along with master metal sculptor, Bob Ditt-
mer, fashioned a 6,000 pound WWI turret 
lathe into a wood lathe that could handle 6’ 
diameters (shown in photo). Seeing beyond 
the normal symmetrical wood turnings, Walt 
found that many of his pieces could be turned, 
then sculpted to bring out the beautiful grains 
& figures of the wood.
 Janet and Walt have a strong commitment 
to the use of indigenous woods. Regional hard-
woods possess an inherent warmth & beauty 
further enhanced by their fine craftsmanship. 
Every unique finished piece reflects a fluency 
of form that exemplifies Walt’s instinct for the 
potential of each piece of wood. In the final 
stages of each piece, Janet’s patience & metic-
ulous command of finishing techniques bring 
the form to completion. Her hand-rubbed 
finishes are meant to be touched with all the 
senses. Today, Wood Figments continues to 
bring fine art to the local area. 

Janet & Walt Koertge
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find your masterpiece

     John

Gordon
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Sustain the Arts 

Jones Gap

Stained clay wash

on wheel thrown

stoneware

13.5” x 13” 

$430

SUSTAIN THE ARTS

John Gordon

My formal training is in engineering and not particularly in art. I spent 
several years working with Ted Fussell and Mary Grant at Mary’s studio in 

Montmorenci, SC to learn the basics of pottery making and all the years since 
experimenting on my own. I appreciate the natural world and the pottery 
making process is a fun way to explore natural shapes and structures. My 
functional pottery has commonly included small sculptural elements and 

from there I have grown into creating more purely sculptural work.  

PURCHASE
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SUSTAIN THE ARTS

find your masterpiece

     Louise

Mellon
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Sustain the Arts 

Untitled

Mixed media collage with resin

26”  x 14.5” framed

$750

SUSTAIN THE ARTS

Louise Mellon

 Louise comes from a family of professional artists and 
was encouraged and mentored by them from an early age. 
The request for a watercolor paint box was the ultimate 
bribe when she was ordered to sit still at age four for a 
photographic portrait. The formal portrait clearly shows the 
gleaming fifty cent piece she was rolling in her fingers that 
was for the purchase of a most cherished art prize.
 She grew up painting, riding, and driving horses in Mid-
dleburg, Virginia, Mellon’s keen visual sense led her to a ca-
reer as a commercial photographer and artist. Her work has 
been seen branding numerous products and covers of prize 
lists, racing programs and publications. She was the presi-
dent of her own public relations and advertising agency in 
Phoenix, AZ, flew airplanes, helicopters and aerobatics, has 
resided in several parts of the country, and has traveled the 
world studying fine art. She has served on several boards, 
including the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, 
the Collector’s Committee of the Virginia Museum of Fine 
Arts in Richmond, VA, the American Academy of Equine 
Art in Lexington, KY, and the Aiken Center for the Arts in 
Aiken, SC.
 She moved to Aiken and custom-built a special studio 
where she works, welcomes visiting artists and hosts local 
events. Mellon’s unique view of the world is demonstrat-
ed through all her work, and especially illustrated by her 
customers’ unusual pet portraits. Her style is instantly 
recognizable and certain to bring enjoyment, laughter and 
wonder. Her unusual paintings are always looked forward to 
at shows, and are very collectible. Louise has graciously do-
nated 100% of the proceeds of her art sale to the Arts Center.

PURCHASE
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find your masterpiece

Mary Ann

Brock
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Sustain the Arts 

Life is ...

Watercolor on paper

16” x 20”; 26” x 30” framed

$500SUSTAIN THE ARTS

Mary Ann Brock

PURCHASE
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Pierce Ranch

watercolor on paper

17” x 22”; 25” x 30” framed 

$500

Mary Ann Brock

PURCHASE
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Sustain the Arts 

Glads

watercolor on paper

24” x 19”; 33” x 28” framed

$600

Mary Ann Brock

 Although she graduated from 
the University of Kansas with a 
degree in Art Education,  Mary 
Ann’s career took a turn away 
from the arts into the area of 
special education, and graduate 
school.  After years of teach-
ing, raising a family and many 
moves around the country, she 
retired and started what felt like 
a new career in the world of art.
 Classes at USCA under Al 
Beyer, at Aiken Center for the 
Arts and several workshops in 
the area inspired her to contin-
ue with watercolor painting. 
She currently paints in the stu-
dio of the Mascaro Art Group 
and is a past student of the late 
David Mascaro.  Her preferred 
medium is still watercolor 
and her style is realism.  Sub-
ject matter varies and can be 
informal portraiture, landscape, 
still life, architectural or nature 
study.
 Mary Ann has won numer-
ous awards in shows across 
South Carolina and is a Member 
with Excellence of the South 
Carolina Watermedia Society. 
She is a member and past presi-
dent of the Aiken Artist Guild.

PURCHASE
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find your masterpiece

McGowan

Sunny 

Mullarkey
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Sustain the Arts 

Imaginary Boundaries

Linocut collage on birch panel

12” x 12” x 1.5”

$195
SUSTAIN THE ARTS

McGowan

Sunny Mullarkey McGowan

PURCHASE
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Overview

Linocut collage on birch panel

12” x 12” x 1.5” 

$195

Sunny Mullarkey McGowan

PURCHASE
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Sustain the Arts 

Undivided

Linocut collage on

birch panel

12” x 12” x 1.5” 

$195

 Sunny Mullarkey McGowan is a fine artist residing in 
Greenville, South Carolina. Growing up in the sea islands 
of the Low Country in Beaufort, South Carolina, Sunny 
was accepted into the Governor’s School for the Arts sum-
mer program. She later attended Anderson College, then 
the University of South Carolina. She now resides in the 
Upstate with her husband and three children, where she is 
active in the local artist community.
 Her fine art studio is located in the arts district of the 
Village of West Greenville, and she has completed several 
murals around the city of Greenville. She takes great joy 
in teaching as well. Sunny is a Teaching Artist with
SmartArts, an arts integrated education program by 
the Metropolitan Arts Council in partnership with the 
Greenville County School District.

Sunny Mullarkey McGowan

PURCHASE
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122 Laurens Street, SW
Aiken, SC 29801
(803) 641-9094

AikenCenterForTheArts.org

Monday to Saturday 10am – 5pm

THANK YOU FOR
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